Clinicopathological significance of p16 gene expression in the surgical treatment of head and neck squamous cell carcinomas
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Aims: To evaluate the clinicopathological significance of p16 expression in the surgical management of squamous cell carcinomas of the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx, and larynx.

Method: p16 expression in 225 head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs) was studied using an immunohistochemical method and paraffin wax embedded tumour tissues. Associations between p16 expression and clinicopathological features were investigated.

Results: Decreased p16 expression was found in 48% of the tumours. There was a higher frequency of decreased p16 expression in tumours of the larynx compared with those from the pharynx and oral cavity. There was a significant correlation between decreased p16 expression and more advanced T stage. There was no significant correlation between p16 expression and sex, age, tumour grade, nodal metastasis, recurrence, or survival.

Conclusion: There was a high frequency of downregulation of p16 expression in HNSCC. Tumours of the larynx had a significantly higher frequency of weak p16 expression compared with tumours of the oral cavity and pharynx. Downregulation of p16 contributed to cellular proliferation, resulting locally in a more advanced tumour. It had no prognostic significance for nodal metastasis and survival.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Archival, formalin fixed tumour specimens from patients with HNSCC who had undergone surgical treatment in the department of surgery, Queen Mary Hospital between 1978 and 2000 were retrieved from the department of pathology for immunohistochemical staining by means of an anti-p16 monoclonal antibody. In total, there were 225 patients—113 of whom received primary surgical treatment and 112 of whom had radiotherapy failure for surgical salvage. We evaluated p16 expression for its clinicopathological significance. There were 184 men and 41 women. The median age was 64 years (range, 16–92). Fifty four tumours were in the oral cavity, 24 the pharynx (12 oropharynx and 12 hypopharynx), and 147 the larynx. The number of patients with tumours at each of these sites reflects the relative proportion of patients who undergo surgical treatment in our department. The pathological stages were 16 stage I, 32 stage II, 49 stage III, and 127 stage IV. The median follow up of those patients who had no tumour at the last follow up was 58 months.

Immunohistochemical staining was carried out by means of an avidin–biotin complex (ABC) immunoperoxidase method. We used similar protocols to those used previously for the study of p16 expression. The specimens were cut at 4 μm thickness, dewaxed in xylene for 15 minutes, and rehydrated with ethanol. The slides were treated with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 30 minutes at room temperature. After three washes in phosphate buffered saline, antigen retrieval was performed by microwaving in citrate buffer (pH 6) for five minutes. We used a 1/50 dilution of the monoclonal anti-p16 antibody (sc-1661; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, California, USA) and incubation was carried out overnight at 4°C. The sections were then incubated with secondary antibody for 30 minutes. Staining was performed using ABC.
reagents (Dakopatts, Glostrup, Denmark) and 3,3′-diaminobenzidine/hydrogen peroxide as substrate. The sections were counterstained with Mayer’s haematoxylin for 30 seconds and blued in Scot’s tap water for three minutes. The normal epithelium adjacent to the tumour nests served as an internal positive control. Squamous cell carcinomas known to be positive for p16 were used in each run of the experiment as external positive controls. For negative controls, the antibody was omitted during the immunohistochemical staining.

The clinical data were unknown to the scorers (PWY and KYL) when the immunohistochemical staining was interpreted. Only those tumour cells with unequivocal brown nuclear staining comparable with the positive controls were regarded as showing positive p16 expression. The percentage of positive tumour cells in each case was counted using a semiquantitative method reported previously. Strong p16 expression was defined as more than 50% tumour cells staining positively (fig 1). p16 expression was defined as weak when less than or equal to 50% tumour cells stained positively (fig 2).

RESULTS
Forty eight percent of the 225 HNSCC samples showed weak expression of p16. Table 1 shows the clinicopathological significance of weak p16 expression. There was a significant difference in the frequency of weak p16 expression of tumours from different anatomical sites including the larynx, oral cavity, and pharynx (oropharynx and hypopharynx). There was also a significant correlation between weak p16 expression and more advanced T stage cancer compared with early cancers. There was also a significantly higher incidence of weak p16 expression in tumours with previous radiotherapy failure. Logistic regression analysis recruiting tumour site, T stage, and previous radiotherapy showed that tumour site was the most important independent factor affecting p16 expression. There was no significant correlation between p16 expression and sex, age, tumour grade, nodal metastasis, or recurrence after surgical treatment.

At the last follow up, 100 patients had died of tumour or were alive with tumour. The five year actuarial disease free survival rate was 56% for patients with weak expression of p16 and 47% for those with strong expression (life table method; Wilcoxon statistics, p = 0.522).

DISCUSSION
We have shown a high frequency (48%) of reduced p16 expression in HNSCC. The reported frequencies of negative expression (the definitions of negative expression were not mentioned in the reports) of p16 in HNSCC were 83% in 29 tumours (sites not mentioned) of Reed and colleagues’ and 67% in 27 maxilofacial squamous cell carcinomas by Zhao et al. However, the clinicopathological significance was not analysed in these two previous reports. Because we were interested to know the clinicopathological significance in relation to surgical management, we excluded patients without surgical treatment.

p16 expression was not significantly related to sex, age of patients, or grade of tumours. However, decreased expression of p16 was found more frequently in carcinomas of the larynx compared with the pharynx (the oropharynx and hypopharynx had similar incidences) and the oral cavity. There are significant differences in the clinical features, risk of nodal metastasis, and prognosis for squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity, pharynx, and larynx, despite their similar histological features. Different p16 expression patterns in distinct sites in the head and neck region may be one of the genetic abnormalities that have contributed to their differences in clinical behaviour.

Weak expression of p16 was also found more frequently in advanced T stages. In HNSCC, the larger the tumour size, the higher the T stage. Because the p16 protein is an important cell cycle regulatory protein, the underexpression of this protein will allow cancer cells to proliferate without control. In HNSCC, it might indicate that weak expression of p16
contributes to a more proliferative cancer behaviour so that tumours with weak p16 expression would tend to be of a larger size and higher T stage.

The most common treatment failure in HNSCC is nodal metastasis. 12–20 Although downregulation of p16 expression contributed significantly to tumour proliferation and tumour size, it did not significantly affect nodal metastasis. p16 gene expression is unrelated to metastasis phenotype. However, p16 expression in HNSCC had no prognostic significance for survival in patients who were treated by surgery. The result of prognosis of surgical patients cannot be projected for those patients who are treated by primary radiotherapy and chemotherapy.

In conclusion, downregulation of p16 expression was seen frequently in HNSCC. Tumours of the larynx, pharynx, and oral cavity had significantly different incidences of decreased expression of p16. Downregulation of p16 significantly contributed to cellular proliferation and tumour size. However, it has no prognostic significance for nodal metastasis and survival.
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